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District New Music Coalition Fosters Washington’s Modern Music Scene 

 
Founded in 2017, District New Music Coalition promotes the performance and appreciation of 
contemporary music by connecting performers, composers, institutions, and audiences located in 
the Washington, DC metropolitan area through concerts, conferences, and active community 
building. 
 
During its Spring concert cycle, DNMC brings contemporary art music to audiences who, due to 
scheduling difficulties or the challenges presented by unfamiliar, uncomfortable, or inaccessible 
venues, might be otherwise unable to engage with this music.  Each year, DNMC partners with a 
local performer or ensemble that commits to three performances of the same program—all 
compositions by DC-area composers—in three different locations: a traditional concert hall, a 
church, and a restaurant or bar. The design of this cycle supports composers and performers by 
offering a rare opportunity in the contemporary classical music world—multiple performances of 
the same program are infrequent outside of major orchestras and opera companies. Offering three 
chances to hear the same program in a variety of spaces, DNMC helps to ameliorate some of the 
traditional barriers that make live classical music inaccessible to certain audiences. 
 
Beginning Fall 2018, DNMC will host a conference that functions as a hub for regional new 
music networking. This event, New Music DC, will be open to all interested music professionals, 
and will include concerts, lectures, marketing workshops, networking/entrepreneurship seminars, 
individual coachings, group brainstorming sessions, and a keynote address from an invited 
speaker. The emphasis of the conference is solidifying avenues of communication and 
collaboration between composers, performers, conductors, standing ensembles, recording labels, 
and local university music faculties, aiming to create a vibrant new music community that 
provides artistic and financial support to a great breadth of projects. 
 
In all of its concert and conference programming, DNMC is dedicated to the inclusion of 
compositions, performances, and presentations by musicians and industry professionals from 
groups that are traditionally underrepresented in the classical and new music fields. 
 
The wealth of musical, organizational, intellectual, and community-minded strength in the DC 
area gives it the potential to become a driving force in the creation and advancement of 
contemporary classical music in America.  At DNMC, we are determined to help DC fulfill that 
potential. 
 
Read more about District New Music Coalition on our website: districtnewmusiccoalition.com 


